
Contour Line Vegetation: 
Photoshop Edition

Mrs Ras



Find a photo of a fruit or 
vegetable 

The photo you choos 
should have some 
discernible details that.  
Consider doing the 
inside, a cut in half or 
peeling.

copy and paste it into a 
new letter sized file in 
photoshop



If there is a 
background 
you can go 
ahead and 
select it and 
delete it.



Continuous line 
drawing are in 
essences is seeing and 
recording the form.

In order to see form 
and not just a shape is 
value (lights and darks)

Increase the value of 
your pic

1. Image> adj> 
curves

2. Duplicate your 
picture Layer



On that 
duplicated layer

Cut up the pic 
of fruit into 
different 
LEVELS of tone

1. Filter >filter 
gallery> 
artistic > 
cutout



1. Lock both reference layers
2. Add a new layer
3. Choose the pen tool

a. In preferences 
choose SHAPE

b. In preferences 
choose no fill and a 
black stroke

c. Change the size
i. First we will 

be tracing 
the outside 
so up the 
width ie line 
quality to 
around 7 px

Change this 
number to about 7



Being tracing the 
outside contour.  
Helpful hint- try 
tracing part by part. 
Like i did with doing 
the peel first. After 
start building on top 
to get the whole.  
The only rule is that 
all lines are 
closed…. A line 
touching another 
line does count as 
closed.  

To end a path in 
photoshop click on 
the move tool at the 
top of the tool bar 
and click anywhere.  



Continue to 
tracing and 
building the initial 
outline , with the 
line weight of 
about 7



Start outlining the 
major details.  This is 
the time to zoom in, 
observe and record 
those details.  



Add in any details 
necessary before 
we move on to 
contour the value 
with lines. You can 
also lower the line 
weight line now.



Begin tracing the 
contour value lines.  
Lower the line 
weight to 1 or 
under.  Guided by 
the cutout reference 
layer start tracing 
the contours from 
when the value 
changes… make 
sure to not leave 
any open lines!



Once you have traced 
ALL the contour value 
lines….. Go on a gap 
hunt!  You can use the 
direct selection tool to 
move the anchor points 
… just make sure to find 
the right layer… at this 
point you probably have 
alot of “shape” layers



First click and choose the 
top “Shape Layer” then hold 
shift and choose the last/ 
bottom “Shape Layer” .. 
(make sure to not select the 
reference layers )

1. Layer> Rasterize
2. Before 

unselecting any 
layers    
Layers>Merge 
Layers



Duplicate the 
new line layer 
so there are 
two.   Lock one 
of the line 
layers

You can also 
delete/ trash the 
cutout 
reference pick 
now.



On the open line layer 
use to use the Paint 
bucket tool to fill in the 
interior shapes that you 
made with the lines… 
Press alt to get the 
eyedropper tool to 
source the color from 
the photo.  Use the 
original photo to get the 
colors from… it has 
more variations in tone 
to choose from



Fil in 
everything





Add a layer 
underneath and 
fill the layer with 
black or a 
complementary 
color (opposite 
color) to the 
subject



If you want a 
smoother 
look , you 
can use 

Filter> 
noise> 
median

On the 
painted/ 
filled layer

Use a 
number 

under 10.. 



Save your file

Now your done!

congrats!


